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Accepted: 22 August 2019 The objective of the milk-run design problem considered in this paper is to minimize trans-
portation and inventory costs by manipulating fleet size and the capacity of vehicles and
storage areas. Just as in the case of an inventory routing problem, the goal is to find a pe-
riodic distribution policy with a plan on whom to serve, and how much to deliver by what
fleet of tugger trains travelling regularly on which routes. This problem boils down to de-
termining the trade-off between fleet size and storage capacity, i.e. the size of replenishment
batches that can minimize fleet size and storage capacity. A solution obtained in the declar-
ative model of the milk-run system under discussion allows to determine the routes for each
tugger train and the associated delivery times. In this context, the main contribution of
the present study is the identification of the relationship between takt time and the size
of replenishment batches, which allows to determine the delivery time windows for milk-
run delivery and, ultimately, the positioning of trade-off points. The results show that this
relationship is non-linear.
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Introduction

The milk-run method is based on a trans-
port route design under which a means of trans-
port (a tugger train, a logistic train) is loaded and
unloaded multiple times during one trip along a route
that connects several workstations into a supply
loop. This set-up allows a variable quantity of mate-
rials to be moved along a fixed route at regular time
intervals, which means that the amount of materials
can change but the delivery time always stays the
same.

The main advantage of milk-runs, i.e. tours that
are cyclically repeated according to a fixed sched-
ule in a fixed sequence and with fixed arrival times
to make frequent supplier-to-plant deliveries, is that

they reduce variability by running on fixed sched-
ules and thus allow to reduce inventory, capacity,
and time buffers within a supply network. In other
words, the use of the milk-run set-up allows a facility
to increase the frequency of deliveries and synchro-
nize transport and delivery of materials and prod-
ucts to the particular production stations, while at
the same time ensuring that the number of means of
transport used and the quantity of materials in stock
are kept down to a minimum. In turn, however, re-
quiring collision- and deadlock-free flow of tuggers
fleet implies the need to search for trade-off between
fleet size and storage capacity. Therefore, the search-
ing for a balance between the number of potentially
conflicting tugger trains and a system’s storage ca-
pacity provides originality of the conducted research
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problem and motivation to solve it. Differently put,
milk-run routing and scheduling problems boil down
to determining in what time windows parts can be
collected from suppliers and how many tugger trains
and along which routes they should be transported
to customers, so that the cost of transport operations
and the size of the inventory in the supply chain are
as low as possible. In the general case, however, the
main goal is to simultaneously minimize fleet size and
transportation and inventory costs [1, 2].

In this context, the search for an optimal pe-
riodic distribution policy, i.e., a plan on whom to
serve, how much to deliver, and what regularly re-
peated routes to travel on by what fleet of vehicles,
can be viewed as belonging to the class of Vehicle
Routing Problem (VRP) [3, 4], which are NP-hard
problems [5, 6]. Moreover, since the policy searched
for must be such that a stock out is never caused at
any of the customers, the maximum inventory level
at the customers is never exceeded and the vehicle
capacity is always satisfied, the problem considered
is a capacitated and consistent VRP with multi-trip
multi-traffic pick-up and delivery with time windows
and synchronization, which is a combination of vari-
ants of the VRP with multiple trips, the VRP with
time windows, and the vehicles with capacitated con-
straints routing and delivery problem [7].

Milk-run set-ups are used in situations in which
deliveries are made at regular intervals: in services
(e.g. food delivery, waste collection, etc.) as well as
in other sectors of economy, such as the automotive
industry (e.g. vehicle assembly), home appliance in-
dustry (e.g. assembly of washing machines, fridges),
etc. In the last of these application areas, it is per-
haps most perspicuous that the cyclic behavior of in-
plant milk-run systems, i.e. periodic deliveries of ma-
terials (parts, subassemblies) [8], is dictated by the
production takt time. The length of the takt time de-
termines the size and the supply rhythm of replenish-
ment batches of part-sets assembled at the assembly
stations. In each takt time, assemblers at different
workstations assemble parts from different part-sets.
This means that the right part-sets should be deliv-
ered to workstations in batches large enough to guar-
antee an uninterrupted, rhythmical production flow.
In general, the sizes of the part-set batches delivered
to different workstations may be different. They de-
pend, on the one hand, on the available buffer capac-
ities, and, on the other, on the frequency of delivery
of part-sets. In a special case in which part-sets are
supplied one at a time, buffers need only have the
capacity of one unit. Minimized buffer capacity re-
quirements like this, however, come at the cost of
the facility having to use numerous logistic trains to

deliver supplies simultaneously to all workstations.
Organized in this way, delivery is very expensive (as
it requires the use of many logistic trains), and in
the case of short production takt times, it is often
impossible to complete (e.g. due to restrictions on
train speed, topological limitations of transportation
routes, traffic congestion, etc.).

The solutions encountered in practice concentrate
either on establishing what minimum fleet of logis-
tic trains can handle deliveries without exceeding the
given buffer capacity, or on determining what buffer
capacity is needed to store the replenishment batch-
es delivered by the given fleet of tugger trains. In
each of these cases, the routes and schedules for each
train must, of course, be planned. Apart from this
type of quantitative relationships connecting the pa-
rameters of a milk-run system structure (such as fleet
size, number of carts pulled by each tugger train and
their capacities, tugger train routes, etc.) there are
also qualitative relationships between fleet size and
storage capacity (understood as the total capacity of
all workstation buffers). This means that the prob-
lem of delivery of materials to an assembly line with
a given production takt time can be solved either by
using more tugger trains, and hence a smaller storage
capacity, or by using fewer tugger trains and a larger
storage capacity.

It is easy to note that the replenishment batches
delivered by a fleet of tugger trains and the batches
of part-sets already stocked in buffers, together make
up the work-in-progress (WIP) value. The minimum
WIP value is determined by the trade-off points be-
tween fleet size and storage capacity. These trade-off
points, in turn, depend on the adopted production
takt time. A question that comes up naturally in this
context is what the relationship is between the values
of the production takt time and WIP. To solve this
milk-run design problem, which is the main objective
of this study, it is necessary to integrate problems
of scheduling and dispatching of inventory in ware-
houses/supermarkets and production facilities with
in-plant transport systems.

It is worth noting that research on the relation-
ships between the constraints imposed by the struc-
ture of a production system and its performance
capacity falls within the scope of Industry 4.0 [9–
11], particularly with respect to the second of the
four Design Principles of Industry 4.0 [11], i.e. in-
formation transparency, which stresses the need to
seek solutions that allow information systems to cre-
ate a virtual copy of the physical world, providing
a framework for a context-aware information model.

Therefore, the paper contributes to the prac-
tice and methodology of management and produc-
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tion engineering, as it enables fast online prototyping
of supply schedules and transport routes of a tug-
ger train fleet making adjustments for the trade-
off points between fleet size and storage capacity.
Since the use of commercially available software tools
makes it possible to tackle practical-scale problems,
hence it allows to create a virtual copy of the phys-
ical world, provides a programming framework for
context-aware information model design while fol-
lowing digital tweens concept. Consequently such
a model, when implemented in decision suport sys-
tem (DSS) software, supports correct responses to re-
quests for decisions from the manufacturing process,
especially regarding milk-run routing and scheduling.

The remaining part of the paper is structured as
follows: Sec. 2 discusses related work on the models
and methods for the milk-run design problem; Sec. 3
presents an illustrative example, describes a declara-
tive model of milk-run design and gives a formulation
of the problem. The results of numerical experiments
are discussed in Sec. 4 and the main points of the
study are summarized in Sec. 5.

Literature review

In-plant milk-run systems are transportation sys-
tems in which materials are delivered from a central
storage area to several points of use on fixed routes
at short, defined intervals [12]. The benefits of using
a system of this type include improved efficiency of
the overall logistics system and potential substan-
tial savings in shortening the total distance trav-
elled and minimizing the number of vehicles used,
along with considerable financial benefits related to
reduced inventory costs [13]. Many case studies dis-
cuss the structure and operation of milk-run systems
used in various industries such as the automotive
industry [14], furniture industry [8], food delivery
[15], and waste collection [16]. The literature related
to milk-run design problem is extremely diverse: it
ranges from optimal lot sizing, through network de-
sign and vehicle routing to publications specifically
addressing lean manufacturing. The most common-
ly formulated routing problems are those aimed at
maximizing the utilization of fleet capacity, finding
the best routing and determining the number of parts
to be collected from each supplier on each trip. Oth-
er frequently encountered routing problems address
the questions of ”How to assign certain sequences of
stops to certain routes?” and ”How to configure tug-
ger trains?” [17]. Only a limited number of papers
are devoted to robust and congestion-free schedul-
ing of a fleet of vehicles subject to in-plant layout
constraints. In this respect, the most relevant fac-

tors are those which depend on critical, and often
unpredictable, traffic congestions which occur when
logistics operators allocate too many collecting tasks
to the available vehicles, generating unperformed ac-
tivities due to assumed just-in-time constraints im-
posed by the time windows of customer services [18,
19]. Methods that are most commonly employed for
such purposes include those that use the formalism
of max-plus algebra [20, 21] and constraint program-
ming [22], as well as computer simulation [12]. The
main research gap with respect to the milk-run de-
sign problem is the lack of an explicit, determin-
istic model representing inventory behavior in the
case of cyclically repeated delivery profile schedules
with levelled lot sizes. Furthermore, the literature of-
fers no operational model that would simultaneous-
ly take into account transport concept assignment,
frequency assignment, and the milk-run scheduling
decision [13, 17, 23, 24]. Milk-run problems of com-
ponent/part/commodity distribution can be classi-
fied similarly to the exhaustively studied extensions
of the VRP, such as the capacitated and consistent
VRP with multi-trip multi-traffic pick-up and deliv-
ery problem with time windows and synchronization
which is a combination of variants of the VRP with
multiple trips, VRP with time windows, and capac-
itated routing and delivery problem [7, 13, 22, 23,
25, 26]. The modeling frameworks used for the mod-
elling and analysis of milk-run set-ups include op-
eration research methods (such as linear and nonlin-
ear programming, MLP, computer simulation, and so
on) and artificial intelligence methods, such as evo-
lutionary computation (including metaheuristic and
stochastic optimization algorithms) [19, 23].
Given this background, our contribution comes

down to assessing the possibility of using the declara-
tive modeling framework for in-plant milk-run traffic
systems. The main objective of our study is to an-
alyze the relationship linking the trade-off between
fleet size and storage capacity with implied milk-run
routes and schedules. This issue has been partially
discussed in our previous work on the reference mod-
el of a milk-run delivery problem [7] and a declarative
modeling framework for congestion-free routing and
scheduling of tugger trains [27].

Illustrative example

The assembly line under consideration, whose
route passes through 60 stations (SN =
{SN1, ..., SN60}) is shown in Fig. 1. For simplic-
ity’s sake, it is assumed that all types of products
assembled on this line Wj , j ∈ {1, ..., k} are pro-
duced along the same technological route and at the
same takt time T = 130 [s].
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Fig. 1. Layout of the milk-run transportation system.

The elements of each batch of products are moved
between the neighboring stations by a gantry robot.

The product is assembled in steps at differ-
ent assembly stations. During the assembly, part-
sets are assembled simultaneously, at the same
takt time, on all stations of the line. The part-
sets are delivered to the stations in containers of

PS = {PSa1

1 , ..., PSai

i , ..., PSa60

60 } where: PSai

i =
{cp, ..., ca} – a part-set of elements necessary to as-
semble the ai ∈ {1, ..., k}-th product at assembly sta-
tion SN i.

The containers are delivered to stations by three
logistic trains F = {F1, F2, F3} pulling two carts
each with a capacity of 150 part-sets. Assembly sta-
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tions are supplied with parts in batches, in quanti-
ties that are multiples of part-set supplies (where d is
the batch size). For example, if the transport route
of a given logistic train passes through two stations,
SN i and SN j , which assemble parts from part-sets
PSi = {cp, ..., ca} and PSj = {cg, ..., cv}, respective-
ly, then this train delivers to assembly station SN i

container BN i which carries a batch of d – elements
of part-set PSi and container BN j with a batch of d
– elements of part-set PSj . In other words, contain-
er BN i contains d · cp, ..., d · ca elements {cp, ..., ca}
and container BN j contains d · cg, ..., d · cv elements
{cg, ..., cv}. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed
that the numbers, volume and weight of the elements
are the same for all containers.

Assembly stands are equipped with buffers Bl

(B1 – warehouse, B2–B10 workstation buffers).
Buffers can be shared by several stations; rk is the
number of stations using the same buffer Bk. The ca-
pacities of these buffers are multiples of the part-sets
delivered to their respective stations. If two assem-
bly stations, SN i and SN j , which assemble parts
from containers BN i and BN j , respectively, use the
same buffer Bl, then the capacity of that buffer cor-
responds to the total number of part-sets delivered
to these stations. In the case under consideration,
capacity Zl of buffer Bl is Zl = 2 · d, because each
container delivered to a station contains a batch of
part-sets comprising d – elements. A transportation
system organized in this way works under the as-
sumption that containers are delivered to buffers by
trains and then transferred to stations by hand or by
gravity feeders. Beside each buffer, there is a special
bay where trains can stop to unload the containers in
a safe, collision-free manner. It is assumed that the
durations of tugger train trips are known (Table 1)
and also known is function (1) which defines the un-
loading times tck

l of part-sets (unloading time of k-th
train at l-th buffer):

tck
l =

{

60 for l = 1,

ck
l for l > 1,

(1)

where ck
l – number of part-sets delivered to buffer Bl

by train Fk.

The routes of tugger trains {π1, π2, π3} are
marked by sequences of the buffers served by these
trains. For example, in accordance with Fig. 1,

train F1 delivers containers along route π1 =
(B1, B9, B10, B4), train F2 travels along route π2 =
(B1, B8, B5, B6, B7), and train F3 carries containers
along route π3 = (B1, B5, B3, B2).

Table 1
Travel times of tugger trains along sectors Si.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

Travel times [s] 30 40 20 30 20 40 50 20

S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16

Travel times [s] 30 40 30 40 20 30 40 40

The routes allow cyclic replenishment of buffer
stocks over a period of TT = 650 [s] – see the
schedule in Fig. 2. Replenishment batches d = 5
delivered to each buffer last for 5 takt times. This
means that the total capacity of the buffers used, i.e.
the system’s storage capacity, cannot be less than
300 part-sets (|B2| = 50, |B3| = 25, |B4| = 25,
|B5| = 50, |B6| = 25, |B7| = 25, |B8| = 25, |B9| = 25,
|B10| = 50).
In the general case, solutions for this system may

feature different numbers of trains K = |F | and dif-
ferent storage capacities SB, and also (as a conse-
quence) different sizes of replenishment batches d. It
is easy to see that the values of these parameters
are dependent on one another. For example, if few-
er trains are used, then delivery periods TP become
longer, making it necessary to increase buffer capaci-
ty SB. And conversely, a reduction of the admissible
capacity of the buffers SB necessitates the use of
a larger number of tugger trains K.
In general, when the travel times of logistic trains

and the production takt time T are known, one
can determine trade-off points which simultaneously
minimize fleet size K and storage capacity SB. In
other words, what is sought are solutions for deliv-
ery plans and the associated pairs CS = (K, SB) in
which the values of fleet size and storage capacity
are chosen in such a way that a reduction in the val-
ue of one of them results in an increase in the value
of the other and vice versa. Parameters K, SB de-
pend on d. These relationships for the set-up shown
in Fig. 1 are illustrated by the graphs in Fig. 3. It can
be seen, for example, that when batch size is chosen
to be d = 6, an admissible delivery plan requires the
use of two logistic trains (K = 2) in a system with
a total buffer capacity of SB = 360 part-sets.
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Fig. 2. Schedule for delivery of replenishment batches to a system with a storage capacity of SB = 300 part-sets.
The part-sets are delivered in batches of d = 5 by a fleet of K = 3 tugger trains.

Fig. 3. Relationship between trade-off points (specified by the pairings: fleet size K and storage capacity SB)
and batch size d.
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In the example shown, there are three trade-off
points: pair CS1: K1 = 5, SB1 = 240, pair CS2:
K2 = 3, SB2 = 300, and pair CS3: K3 = 2,
SB3 = 360, which are returned for delivery batches
with respective sizes of d1 = 4, d2 = 5, and d3 = 6.

It is easy to see that the choice of any other so-
lution requires either the use of a larger number of
trains (K ր) or increasing the total storage capaci-
ty of the buffers (SB ր). A delivery schedule corre-
sponding to solution CS2 is shown in Fig. 2.

The trade-off points correspond to alternative de-
livery set-ups in which different sizes of the replen-
ishment batches minimize WIP. In the case under
consideration, increases in fleet size K are compen-
sated by decreases in storage capacity SB and vice
versa. Changes in the size of replenishment batches
in the range d = (6, 5, ..., 10) which can be deliv-
ered by a fleets of K = (2, 3, ..., 6) trains result in
a respective increase in storage capacity in the range
SB = (400, 460, ..., 600). It is worth noting that in
the next range of changes in the size of replenishment
batches d = (11, 12, ..., 15) which can be delivered by
fleets of K = (3, 4, 5, 6) trains, the changes result in
a further increase in the storage capacity value in the
range SB = (660, 720, ..., 900). An analogous situa-
tion takes place in the next range of changes in the
size of replenishment batches d = (16, ..., 20), which
can be delivered by fleets of K = (4, 5, 6) trains: the
changes result in a further increase in storage capac-
ity in the range from SB = [960, 1020, ..., 1200]. The
cases of increases in fleet size K described above are
explained by a constant which is constrained by the
capacity of the trains. By adding additional carts to
the trains, i.e. increasing their capacity, one can keep
the number of trains constant.

To sum up, when the travel times of logistic trains
and the storage capacities of buffers and trains are
known, the value of production takt time allows to
determine both the minimum and maximum number
of tugger trains needed. Knowing this range, which
defines how many trains can be used at the same
time, one can determine the respective admissible
range of total buffer capacities. A question that nat-
urally comes to mind in this context is the question
of the relationship between takt time T and the cor-
responding trade-off points, i.e. pairs of minimum
size of a tugger train fleet K and minimum storage
capacity SB.

Declarative model of milk-run design

The mathematical formulation of the model con-
sidered includes the following parameters, variables,
sets and constraints:

Parameters

G graph of a transportation network G =
(N, E): N = {1 . . . n is a set of nodes, E =
{(i, j)| i, j ∈ N , i 6= j is a set of edges
B = {B1, . . . , BLB} ⊆ N – nodes repre-
senting buffers: S = {S1, . . . , SLS} ⊆ N

– nodes representing sectors, B ∪ S = N ,
B ∩ S = ∅,

zi demand for each node (for the case when
d = 1): zBi

∈ N , zB1
= 0, zSi

= 0,

ti time spent (pick-up/drop-off or transport)
on node i,

F set of transportation tugger trains, |F | =
K

FL maximum loading capacity of each tugger
train,

TS minimum time between successive train
mission start times,

H time horizon H = [0, TT ],

T production takt time.

Decision Variables

TT deadline, size of the time window,

d batch size (the notation for batch size is
shorthand for a more specific notation: dj

i

which defines the batch size of part-sets of
the j-th product delivered to the i-th sta-
tion),

SB storage capacity,

Zi capacity of node B1,

K fleet size K = |F |,

xk
i,j binary variable used to indicate if the k-th
tugger train travels from node i to node j

x
k
i,j =

(
1 if k-th train travels from node i to node j

0 otherwise

sk start time of the k-th tugger train: sk ∈ N ,

yk
i time at which the k-th tugger train arrives
at node i: yk

i ∈ N ,

ck
i payload weight delivered to node i by the

k-th tugger train,

tck
i real time spent (pick-up/drop-off or trans-
port) on node i by the k-th tugger train

πk route of the k-th tugger train
πk

m,l = (v1, . . . , vi, vi+1, . . . , vµ), vi ∈ N ,

xk
vi,vi+1

= 1.
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Sets

Y k set of times yk
i – schedule of the k-th tug-

ger train,

Y family of Y k – schedule of tugger train
fleet,

Ck set of ck
i – payload weight delivered by the

k-th tugger train,

C family of Ck,

Π set of UAV routes πk,

SM mission SM = (Π, Y, C).

Constraints

Arrival time at nodes. Relationship between the
binary decision variables xk

i,j and variables yk
i (s

k)

(xk
1,j = 1) =⇒ ( y

k

j = sk
1 + tck

i ),

∀ (1, j) ∈ E, k = 1 . . .K,
(2)

(xk
i,j = 1) =⇒ (yk

j = yk
i + tck

i ),

∀ (i, j) ∈ E, k = 1 . . .K,
(3)

yk
i + tck

i ≤ TT ·
∑

j∈N

xk
i,j , k = 1 . . .K, (4)

∣

∣sk − sv
∣

∣ ≥ TS, k, v = 1 . . .K, k 6= v, (5)

TT ≤ d × T, (6)

Mod{TT, T } = 0. (7)

Collision avoidance. Shared nodes cannot be used at
the same time when they are occupied by two tugger
trains (xk

i,j = 1 and xv
α,j = 1):

[(

xk
i,j = 1

)

∧
(

xv
α,j = 1

)]

⇒

⇒
[

(yk
j + tck

j ≤ yv
i ) ∨ (yk

i + tck
i ≤ yv

i )
]

,

k, v = 1 . . .K, k 6= v, (i, j) , (α, j) ∈ E.

(8)

Capacity. The demand assigned to a tugger train
should not exceed its capacity

ck
i ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ N, (9)

ck
j ≤ FL ×

∑

i∈N

xk
i,j , ∀j ∈ N, k = 1 . . .K, (10)

∑

i∈N

ck
i ≤ FL, k = 1 . . .K, (11)

Zi = d × zi, ∀i ∈ N, (12)
∑

k=1...K

ck
i = Zi, ∀i ∈ N, (13)

tck
i = ti × ck

i , ∀i ∈ B, (14)

tck
i = ti, ∀i ∈ S, (15)

SB =
∑

i∈N

Zi. (16)

The sum of all weights ck
j carried by tugger trains

should not exceed the maximum carrying payload
FL and demand at node d · zi.

Flow of tugger trains. A train that arrives at a
node must leave from that node

∑

j∈N

xk
1,j = 1, k = 1 . . .K, (17)

∑

j∈N

xk
i,j =

∑

j∈N

xk
j,i, ∀i ∈ N, k = 1 . . .K, (18)

∑

j∈N

xk
i,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N, k = 1 . . .K, (19)

∑

k=1...K

∑

i∈N

xk
i,j ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ B. (20)

Cost function. The cost function is defined as the
pair of fleet size K and storage capacity SB:

CS = (K, SB) . (21)

Problem formulation

To solve the problem under discussion, one has
to answer the following question:

Consider a transportation network G represent-
ing a production system with a production takt T.
Does there exist mission SM (determined by vari-
ables Π, Y, C ) which can minimize CS(minimize
fleet size K, and storage capacity SB) under con-
straints (2)–(20)?

The investigated problem can be viewed as a Con-
straint Optimization Problem (COP) given by (22):

COP = (V, D, C, CS) , (22)

where V = {Π, Y, C} – a set of decision variables
including: Π – a set of train routes, Y – a schedule
of a tugger train fleet, C – a set of payload weights
delivered by the tugger trains, D – a finite set of de-
cision variable domain descriptions, C – a set of con-
straints specifying the relationships between tugger
train routes, tugger train schedules and transported
materials (2)–(20), CS – a cost function representing
the pair: fleet size K, buffer capacities SB (22).

To solve COP, one must determine such values
of the decision variables from the adopted set of do-
mains for which the given constraints are satisfied
and the cost function reaches its maximum. By im-
plementing a COP in a constraint programming en-
vironment such as IBM CPLEX, one can construct
a computational engine that can be implemented in
an interactive decision support system (DSS).
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Computational experiments

Consider the transportation network from
Fig. 4a, which follows the milk-run layout from
Fig. 1. In the example considered earlier, this system
operated at a production takt time of T = 130 s.
The trade-off determined for this takt time (see
CS2 = (3, 300) from Fig. 3) assumes that goods in
this system are transported by a fleet of K2 = 3
trains (each train pulling two carts with a capaci-
ty of 150 part-sets, see Fig. 4b) and the total buffer
capacity of the system is SB = 300 part-sets. The
delivery schedule is shown in Fig. 2.
The goal of the experiments was to determine

the trade-off points for different values of production

takt time T , in particular those in the range of 70–
200 [s]. In other words, we looked for an answer to the
question below for selected T values: Does there exist
mission SM(determined by variables Π, Y, C) which
can minimize CS(minimize fleet size K, and storage
capacity SB) for the given production takt time T?
To find the answer, COP (21) was solved for

T = (70, 90, . . . , 200). The problem was implemented
and solved in the constraint programming environ-
ment IBM ILOG CPLEX (Windows 10, Intel Core
Duo2 3.00 GHz, 4 GB RAM). The results of the ex-
periments are summarized in Table 2. To make the
presentation of the results more legible, the trade-off
points are listed in rows corresponding to the same
fleet size.

a) b)

Fig. 4. Diagram showing (a) a transport network for the system of Fig. 1 and (b) transfer of part-sets from train F1

to stations SN46 − SN60.

Table 2
Trade-off solutions for the system of Fig. 1 for T ∈ {70, 90, 110, 130, 150, 170, 200}.

Takt time T 70 90 110 130 150 170 200

Trade-off CS = (K, SB) K

2 (2, 720) (2, 480) (2,360) (2, 360) (2, 240) (2, 240) (2, 180)

3 (3, 540) (3, 420) (3,300) (3, 300) (3, 180)

5 (5, 480) (5, 240)

6 (6, 360)
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The results are shown in graphical form in Figs 5
and 6. The decrease in storage capacity SB – visible
in Fig. 5 – caused by an increase in production takt
time T is a consequence of an extension of the time
window TT in which replenishment batches are de-
livered. The same increase in takt time T leads, for
the same reason, to a reduction in maximum fleet
size K.

It is worth noting that the different trade-off
points CS = (K, SB) for the same takt time are
achieved by using different tugger train routings.
For example, the alternative trade-off points CS′ =
(2, 360) and CS′′ = (3, 300) implicated by takt time
T = 110 [s], are returned by different tugger train
routings, as illustrated in Figs 7a and 7b.

Fig. 5. Space of trade-off solutions – SB is a function of T .

Fig. 6. Space of trade-off solutions – K is a function of T .
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a) b)

Fig. 7. Tugger train routings following (a) trade-off point CS′ = (2, 360) and (b) trade-off point CS” = (3, 300).

The different routings are associated with distinct
delivery costs, which is a consequence of differences
in the total distance travelled, etc.
The routes are planned taking into account the

constraints adopted in the model and assuming that
the resource conflicts which lead to deadlocking of
processes are resolved using a deadlock prevention
method, thus implementing conditions which guar-
antee avoidance of congestion [7, 27]. This means
that the obtained set of trade-off points can be
searched for solutions that would minimize this type
of costs. This is particularly important in cases when
trains travel and return multiple times along the
same route sections.
The experiments confirm that there exist rela-

tionships between takt time and the size of replen-
ishment batches, which, in turn, determine the time
windows for milk-run delivery, and, ultimately, the
positioning of trade-off points. Among others, the
results indicate that there is a non-linear relation-
ship between takt time T and the values characteriz-
ing the trade-off points (K, SB). In particular, they
demonstrate that a reduction in the production takt
time must be accompanied by an increase in fleet size
K and storage capacity SB.
The data we obtained also point to a connection

between the parameters of the structure of a pro-
duction system (such as route structure, fleet size,
load capacity of tugger carts, the number, distrib-

ution and capacity of buffers, etc.) and the perfor-
mance characteristics of the system implicated by
this structure (such as batch size, tugger train routes,
delivery cycles of the individual tugger trains, etc.).
The existence of such a connection means that one
can search for desired system behaviors (e.g. the effi-
ciency of the milk-run system being designed) given
the limitations of the available system structure, or,
the other way round – one can search for structural
parameters (e.g. fleet size) which will ensure the de-
sired operation of the system. This means that it
is possible to build a decision support system for
the design of milk-run systems in which one could
alternately look for answers to the questions below
in an interactive mode [28]: Does there exist a so-
lution that would allow replenishment deliveries to
be made at the expected efficiency level? What pa-
rameters and/or characteristics of system structure
elements should be changed to ensure that replenish-
ment batches are delivered at the expected efficiency
level?

Conclusions

The novelty of this study is that it proposes
an integrated modelling approach to milk-run sys-
tem design and operation which takes into account
the relationships linking the takt time of production
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flow with the size of the replenishment batches and
the positioning of trade-off points. The declarative
framework that stands behind the reference model
of the milk-run design problem formulated as a CSP
model is a useful tool which allows to handle those re-
lationships. Implemented computationally, it enables
fast online prototyping of supply schedules and trans-
port routes of a tugger train fleet making adjust-
ments for the trade-off points between fleet size and
storage capacity. The use of commercially available
software tools, such as CPLEX/ECLiPSe/Gurobi,
etc., which make it possible to tackle practical-scale
problems, can be viewed as an attractive solution for
problem-oriented DSS. This means that our study,
being in line with the concept of Industry 4.0, which
stresses the need to seek solutions that allow infor-
mation systems to create a virtual copy of the phys-
ical world, provides a programming framework for
context-aware information model design. The results
of the tests demonstrate that the proposed reference
CSP model is a useful tool that allows one to for-
mulate problems of milk-run routing and scheduling
subject to a trade-off between vehicle fleet size and
storage capacity.
Aside from the research perspective presented in

this paper, other directions of study worth mention-
ing are those aimed at investigating the conditions
that would allow planners to reschedule milk-run
flows according to customers’ changeable demands,
i.e. production flows. Other potentially interesting
areas of future investigation relate to the smooth
transition between two successive cyclic steady states
corresponding to the current and rescheduled flows.

The paper was partially supported by the Nation-
al Science Centre Poland, grant OPUS no. DEC
2017/25/B/ST7/02181.
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